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Abstract. When transmitting high-power 
Digital Radio Mondiale (DRM) signal from non-
linear transmitters, out-of-band emissions are 
the critical problem since the emitted spectrum 
does not satisfy spectral mask defined in relevant 
standards. Several methods have been developed 
that minimize out-of-band emissions, based on 
adding spectrally formed impulses to the signal, 
thus causing high non-selective distortion of 
modulation characteristics of the digital signal. 
In order to reduce the amount of those 
distortions, a new method has been developed for 
partial elimination of out-of-band emissions by 
preprocessing signal in digital domain prior to 
Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing 
(OFDM) signal construction. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Modern digital radio communications 
commonly rely on Quadrature Amplitude 
Modulation (QAM) modulation scheme. QAM 
can be used on single carrier, or OFDM can be 
used to spread QAM-modulated data over 
multiple carriers. Emission of high-power QAM 
radio signal using efficient power amplifiers and 
without the loss of RF signal quality poses 
several complex problems.  

In QAM systems, both the amplitude and the 
phase of the signal must be modulated, so the RF 
amplifier stage and the modulator stage of the 
QAM-enabled transmitter are more complex than 
those on analog transmitters. Furthermore, the 
ratio of peak-to-mean power of a QAM-
modulated RF signal is very high. Therefore, the 
linearity of the amplifier in a wide dynamic 
range is critical for transmitter operation. Besides 

the high ratio of peak and mean signal power, the 
complexity of a QAM-enabled transmitter is 
increased due to fast phase changes in the OFDM 
signal. These phase changes introduce high-
frequency components to the signal, so the slew 
rate of the amplifier, as well as amplifier 
bandwidth, must be large enough in order not to 
distort the RF signal. 

Recently, a new digital radio standard for 
digital radio on AM wavebands was specified 
and implemented. DRM uses the OFDM 
modulation, and each OFDM subcarrier is 
modulated using the QAM. Commonly, DRM 
transmitters are high-power transmitters (from 50 
kW up to 1 MW), and the end users demand that 
DRM transmitters have very high energy-
efficiency factor. 

Linear amplifiers (class A, AB and B) can be 
used for high-power transmission of the digital 
radio signal. These amplifiers produce good 
quality RF signal. Linear amplifiers have enough 
bandwidth and slew rate not to introduce 
distortions to phase signal, and dynamic range of 
the amplifier needs to be adjusted to avoid 
compression of peak signal values. The 
disadvantage of these amplifiers is very low 
efficiency, so the use of liner amplifiers at output 
powers above 5kW becomes extremely 
impractical and inefficient. 

Nonlinear amplifiers (class C, D and E) are 
more efficient and are more convenient for use in 
high-power transmitters. However, for these 
amplifiers to work with OFDM signals, the 
OFDM signal needs to be adjusted to comply 
with the properties of nonlinear amplifiers. The 
principal problem is that nonlinear amplifiers do 
not keep constant amplitude of the input signal; 
therefore, the complex OFDM signal must be 
split to phase component (with constant 
amplitude) and amplitude component. The phase 



component of the signal is sent to the amplifier 
input, while the amplitude component is sent to 
the modulator input. 

The OFDM signal is generated using the 
IFFT transformation and each OFDM subcarrier 
is modulated using the QAM modulation 
scheme. OFDM signal can be represented as: 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ttQttItS ccOFDM ωω sincos ⋅+⋅=   (1) 

 
where I(t) is part of the OFDM signal in phase, 
and Q(t) is quadrature part of the signal. This 
representation can be used to calculate the 
amplitude and phase of the OFDM signal: 
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It is important to note that amplitude and phase 
components (A(t) and φ(t)) have infinite 
spectrum, despite the fact that the spectral width 
of the OFDM signal is confined. Therefore, the 
ideal theoretical bandwidth of the nonlinear 
amplifier and modulator used to broadcast 
OFDM signal should be infinite. Since it is 
impossible to build amplifier and modulator with 
infinite bandwidth, the limited bandwidth of an 
OFDM signal amplified using a nonlinear 
amplifier is more distorted than the OFDM 
signal amplified by linear transmitters. 
Commonly, nonlinear amplifiers and modulators 
used in DRM are designed to have spectral 
bandwidth at least ten times wider than the 
OFDM signal bandwidth. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Spectra for amplitude and phase 
components of the OFDM signal [5] 

 
 

2. Out-of-band emissions 
 

Limited spectral bandwidth of amplifiers and 
modulators in nonlinear transmitters introduces 
certain frequency components outside of OFDM 
signal spectrum. These out-of-band components 
distort the emitted radio signal, and decrease 
Modulation Error Rate (MER) of the radio 
signal. 

In order to improve the quality of the emitted 
radio signal and increase MER, it is necessary to 
increase the slew rate in both the RF chain and 
the modulator, as well as to increase spectral 
bandwidth in transmitter. Nonlinearity can be 
compensated to a certain extent using the 
equalizers or techniques such as AM/AM 
correction and AM/PM correction. However, the 
limited spectral bandwidth of the amplifier and 
the modulator and its effect on the signal cannot 
fully be compensated using such techniques. The 
OFDM signal distortion due to limited 
bandwidth can only be minimized either by 
expanding the available bandwidth of the 
amplifier and the modulator, or by compressing 
the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. 

In order to minimize OFDM signal distortion 
caused by fast phase changes, a method has been 
developed that utilizes the preprocessing of the 
OFDM signal before it is split to phase and 
amplitude component. The main property of this 
method is that the level of high-frequency 
components more that it reduces the level of 
lower-frequency components is reduced by a 
greater amount than the level of lower-frequency 
components. Figure 2 demonstrates the changes 
in OFDM signal spectrum when such a method is 
used. 

 

 
Figure 2. Spectra for DRM output signal on 

250kW short wave transmitter with and 
without precorrections 

 



There are two ways of compensation for fast 
phase changes in OFDM signal. The first method 
involves an algorithm that avoids zero-crosses in 
QAM constellation, as described in [4,5]. This 
algorithm gives good results for QAM 
modulation scheme applied to a single carrier. 
However, in a multiple carrier scheme, e.g. 
OFDM implemented in DRM, this algorithm has 
poor performance: MER is significantly 
decreased, while only small amount of out-of-
band emissions are eliminated. 

The second method was developed in RIZ 
Transmitters Co. This method adds short 
impulses to the OFDM signal when fast phase 
changes are detected. These short impulses are 
used to moderate fast phase changes, and, as a 
consequence, the spectral bandwidth of the RF 
signal is narrowed. A complex algorithm is used 
to minimize number of short impulses added; 
resulting in minimal decrease of MER in emitted 
signal. The second method gives better results on 
OFDM signal than the first method. The second 
method can be parameterized, so the user is 
given flexibility to choose between introducing 
smaller number of impulses (decreasing MER 
slightly and removing only some of out-of-band 
emissions), and introducing larger number of 
impulses (resulting in more decreased MER, but 
also in most out-of-band emissions removed). 

Both methods operate on time-domain signal, 
after it is constructed (using IFFT), and before it 
is split to amplitude and phase components. 
Major problem that both methods have in 
common is that all subcarriers are affected (and 
distorted), including those subcarriers used by 
the DRM system for receiver synchronization 
and equalization. Distorting synchronization and 
equalizer subcarriers can additionally deteriorate 
reception signal quality [3]. 

 
3. Eliminating out-of-band emissions 
 

The MDI Modulator is the main part of the 
DRM transmitter system. Its function is to 
receive the MDI stream carrying encoded audio 
data and to modulate the binary signal using the 
OFDM modulation scheme, while every 
subcarrier is modulated using the QAM. The 
modulation sequence is displayed in the Figure 3. 

The DRM standard specifies that various 4-
QAM, 16-QAM and 64-QAM schemes can be 
used for modulation. The standard defines how 
bit sequences are mapped to QAM constellation 
points, depending on the coding scheme used. 
Figure 4 shows the constellation diagram used by 

16-QAM encoding. The constellation is  
Gray-coded, so that the codes representing two 
neighbouring points always differ in a single bit. 

 

 
Figure 3. DRM modulation sequence 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. 16-QAM constellation diagram 
 

The OFDM signal is generated by combining all 
subcarriers, where each subcarrier is modulated 
using one of QAM schemes. It should be noted 
that in DRM system it is possible to use various 
QAM schemes across different subcarriers. Some 
subcarriers can carry 4-QAM modulated data, 
while others can carry 16-QAM modulated data; 
other combinations are also allowed, as specified 
in DRM Standard. Certain subcarriers are 
reserved to have predefined amplitude and phase 
(and not carry any data). These subcarriers are 
used as reference by receivers for channel 
prediction and synchronization. Detailed 
explanation of DRM system and OFDM signal 
construction can be found in [2]. 
 After all subcarriers have been combined 
together to form the OFDM signal, QAM 
mappings to OFDM subcarriers affect properties 
of the overall signal. This signal commonly 

Read MDI binary data 

Map bit sequences to QAM 
points (phase and amplitude) 

Modulate subcarriers using 
QAM points, and 

combine all subcarriers 



contains fast phase changes inside a single 
OFDM symbol. Properties of fast phase changes 
depend on the particular combination of 
subcarrier phases and amplitudes along all 
subcarriers. Fast phase changes introduce high 
frequency components to phase and amplitude 
signal spectra, which then introduces distortion 
to the output signal. Introduced distortion is the 
consequence of generating out-of-band spectrum 
components as explained in the previous section. 
 A detailed examination of correlation 
between the QAM sequence, as distributed over 
OFDM subcarriers, and the spectrum shape of 
phase and amplitude components, led to the 
conclusion that the change of values of just a few 
QAM points in the QAM stream can 
significantly reduce the number and the energy 
of high frequency components in phase and 
amplitude signal spectra. 
 Therefore, the proposed algorithm alters 
certain QAM points. To be more precise, upon 
the mapping of bit sequences to QAM points, 
some of these points are substituted with a 
neighboring point in the QAM constellation. For 
example, let us take the input binary stream: 
1001 0100 1010 0101. It is encoded to the 
following 16-QAM sequence: ECMG. Then, the 
algorithm (as described in the next chapter) 
decides to alter the third QAM point by altering 
it from M to I (see Figure 5). The new QAM 
sequence is ECIG. This QAM sequence is 
mapped to OFDM subcarriers and transmitted 
over the air. The received OFDM signal is de-
multiplexed back to the transmitted QAM 
sequence. The receiver decodes QAM sequence 
as 1001 0100 1011 0101. The received bit 
sequence is different from the original sequence 
by one bit (displayed in bold). However, since 
forward error correction codes are incorporated 
in DRM stream, this one-bit error will be 
corrected.  

Figure 5 shows the pattern of substituting the 
16-QAM points. Similar patterns are defined for 
4-QAM and 64-QAM constellations. For 
example, if point J needs to be altered, it will be 
substituted with the point K. Experiments have 
been done with different patterns, but the results 
have shown no effect on the overall performance 
of the algorithm. 

High-power transmitters with high 
nonlinearities in phase or/and amplitude chain 
(RF amplifier or/and modulator) introduce a 
significant amount of out-of-band emissions. It 
is, therefore, necessary to use some kind of 
correction algorithm in order to comply with the 

spectrum mask defined for DRM broadcasting. 
All commercial transmitters are rigorously tested 
for compliance with the standards-defined 
maximum out-of-band emission levels.  

 
Figure 5. 16-QAM substitute pattern 

 
 Although this algorithm deliberately 
introduces bit errors to the DRM stream, these 
errors are usually smaller then the errors 
introduced by other DRM spectrum correction 
algorithms and affect only a small number of 
data subcarriers. Furthermore, correction 
algorithms described in the previous chapter 
typically introduce errors not only to a larger 
number of data subcarriers, but also to reference 
subcarriers. 
 The main problem this method has to face is 
detecting the points in the QAM sequence 
responsible for introducing the highest amounts 
of spectrum distortion. This cannot be done 
simply by analyzing the QAM sequence. Instead, 
a brute-force search must be performed, meaning 
that the QAM points are altered  
one by one and mapped in a sequence to OFDM 
subcarriers. After this, the signal is generated and 
then the level of the spectrum distortion is 
measured. Since brute-force algorithm would 
take too much time to run, we have implemented 
a genetic algorithm for locating the QAM points 
that need to be altered to improve the signal 
spectrum. 
 It is important to note that DRM signal 
consists of three logical channels: FAC (Fast 
Access Channel), SDC (Service Description 
Channel) and MSC (Main Service Channel). 
FAC and SDC contain important stream 
information, while MSC carries encoded audio 
and data for listeners. Since FAC and SDC data 
is critical for receivers, QAM points carrying 
FAC and SDC data are not modified by the 
algorithm. 
 
 



4. Genetic algorithm description 
 

The genetic algorithm was implemented in 
C++, which has been chosen for several reasons: 
ease of integration in our MDI Modulator 
software (also written in C++), speed of 
execution and high level of the C++ 
programming language. 

The chromosome length (number of genes per 
chromosome) corresponds to the number of 
OFDM subcarriers in OFDM symbol. DRM 
standard defines that, depending on the 
robustness mode, one OFDM symbol can contain 
from 88 to 410 subcarriers. Thus, every gene 
refers to single QAM constellation point. The 
genes are binary values, denoting whether the 
QAM point is left unchanged (binary zero) or 
altered (binary one). 

The genetic algorithm starts by creating initial 
population. For each chromosome, up to ten 
genes are randomly selected and set to 1, 
denoting that corresponding QAM point will be 
altered, while all other genes are set to 0. After 
the initial population is created, the algorithm 
will iterate through predefined number of 
generations. In each generation, every 
chromosome is crossed with another randomly 
selected and mutation is applied to some 
chromosomes based on predefined mutation 
probability factor. Finally, the chromosome with 
the best fitness value is used to preprocess the 
OFDM symbol. 

A simple single-point crossover function is 
used to produce two children from two parents. 
After the children are produced, fitness values 
are calculated for parents and for children and 
two (out of four) chromosomes with the highest 
fitness value are preserved while other are 
destroyed. If two parents produce children with 
lower fitness values that parents, both parents 
will be preserved for the next generation. The 
mutation simply changes one randomly selected 
gene in a chromosome. After the mutation, the 
complete population is checked for invalid 
chromosomes; that is, chromosomes with more 
then 10 genes set to 1. These chromosomes 
introduce too much error into DRM signal, and 
are, therefore, discarded. In order to maintain 
fixed population size, new randomly generated 
chromosomes are added. 

Chromosome fitness value is calculated by 
estimating the signal spectral power lying outside 
of the 10 kHz frequency band. This operation is 
time consuming since it involves mapping QAM 
values to OFDM subcarriers, generating time-

domain signal (IFFT), adding guard intervals in 
time domain, and calculating spectral power 
(FFT). 

Various population sizes, numbers of 
generations and mutation probability have been 
investigated to determine the optimum 
performance of the algorithm. Finally we have 
settled to use the population of 30 chromosomes, 
to run the algorithm through 50 generations and 
use mutation probability of 10%. 
 
5. Results 
 

This algorithm was tested on RIZ 250kW 
short-wave transmitter at 7.120 MHz. Fraunhofer 
DT 700 Monitoring Receiver was used as a 
reference DRM receiver to measure spectrum 
and MER.  

Although the algorithm described in this 
paper is designed to improve out-of-band 
spectral characteristic, it also has a positive effect 
on signal MER. Typically, MER measured on 
transmitter antenna is 39 dB, but when 
precorrection algorithm is used MER improves 
to 39.6 dB. Our precorrection algorithm is 
unique compared to other similar algorithms 
because it does not decrease MER. 

The results of applying this precorrection 
technique can be seen on Figure 6., that displays 
the spectral plot of the phase and amplitude 
signal components on the RF synthesizer output. 
It can be seen that the energy of the spectral 
components in the critical frequency range 
(higher frequencies; frequency deviation greater 
than 30 kHz) is decreased 3-6 dB. 

 

 
Figure 6. Improvement of the phase 

component signal spectrum 
 

Spectrum of DRM signal 
without precorrections 

Spectrum of the 
precorrected DRM signal 



Use of this method for precorrecting DRM 
signal improves out-of-band emission attenuation 
on the output of the transmitter 2-4 dB. 
Algorithm didn’t show same performances on all 
frequencies because transmitter doesn’t have the 
same characteristics on all frequencies. Using the 
feedback from the antenna to measure  
changes in out-of-band attenuation, and 
dynamically tuning the precorrection algorithm, 
the out-of-band attenuation would improve and 
be constant on all frequencies. 

 
6. Conclusions 

 
In this paper we have presented a novel 

approach for enhancing spectral characteristics 
of a high-power DRM transmitter. Unlike other 
existing methods, the algorithm that we propose 
does not decrease MER; instead it decreases 
BER. Digital audio stream that is broadcast 
contains forward error correction codes, and 
decreasing BER within reasonable range will not 
affect received audio quality. Furthermore, after 
OFDM symbol processing, the encoder can 
distinguish altered QAM constellation points. 
Instead of relying on forward error correction 
algorithm, the transmitter could broadcast a list 
of modified QAM points. In such setup, the 
receiver would restore altered QAM 
constellation points to their original state before 
the stream is decoded, and the received signal 
quality would improve even more. 

Problematic aspect of the algorithm is its 
execution speed. During development phase the 
algorithm was tested on dual Xeon® machine, 
and it required approximately five minutes of 
work to process one minute of DRM stream. All 
measurements presented in this paper have been 
made by preprocessing sample DRM stream 
offline, saving it to disk, and then broadcasting 
preprocessed data. For normal transmitter 
operation, the algorithm would need to run in 
real-time to process DRM stream data as it is 
received by MDI Modulator. However, the 
genetic algorithm that we use can easily be 
parallelized [1], and the speed of IFFT and FFT 
operations can be improved by using specialized 
hardware. We intend to develop custom 
hardware based on multiple FPGAs that would 
allow the algorithm to run in real-time [6]. Our 
preliminary calculations and simulations show 

that we should base the custom hardware 
platform on two Virtex4 FPGAs. 

We conclude that the algorithm described in 
this paper enhances spectral characteristics as 
required, and performs as good as other existing 
algorithms, while introducing much less 
distortion to broadcast signal. The current  
PC-based implementation runs too slow, but we 
plan to develop a hardware implementation of 
the algorithm that would be able to process DRM 
data stream in real-time. 
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